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Let v be a finite positive Bore1 measure, having no mass at 0 or CD, and having 
a finite moment sequence. Let b(v) = inf{b 1 I@, CD)) = 0}, and let D(V) = 
{z ( 1 x / < b(v)). Let p be the measure defined on the complex plane C by 
dp(r, 0) = (27r-l dv(r) de. S UC h a measure is called a symmetric measure. 
If f(z) is a function analytic in D(V), we write 
Ma(y; fi p) = ( jK I fcyw)ip 44~))~‘~ Y 
forO<p<coandO<r<l,and 
L(~; f; 4= j-log+ I f(yw)~ 4dwh 
D(v) 
for 0 < Y < 1. The collection of all functions f analytic in D(V) such that 
Ilf IL = SUP,<~ M,(r;f; PC) < co is denoted by D’(p). Also, N(p) denotes the 
class of functions f analytic in D(V) such that supTcl L(Y; f; p) < 03. The classes 
EP(p)were originally introduced in [9, lo] in connection with subnormalweighted 
shifts. 
In this paper, we make a broad and comprehensive survey of some of the 
basic properties of these spaces. In Section 1, a number of preliminary results 
are obtained. In particular, appropriate generalizations of the Cauchy and 
Poisson representations for the ED(p) classes are derived. The class N(p) is 
studied in some detail, and some simple generalizations of well-known properties 
of the Nevanlinna class are obtained. 
In Section 2, the problem of mean growth in the classes E*(p) is considered. 
Here the analysis proceeds from a point of view similar to the classical investiga- 
tions of Hardy and Littlewood [13, 151, and a number of generalizations of their 
results are obtained. In particular, it is shown that the growth properties of 
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ED(~) functions are essentially controlled by the behavior of the reproducing 
kernel of P(p). 
In Section 3, we study the effects of differentiation in the El’(p) classes. In 
the case p = 2, it is possible to give a complete description of ED(~) derivatives. 
Namely, a functionf E E(p) ifff’(z) belongs to E2(pz’), where pa’ is the symmetric 
measure obtained from a type of convolution between the measure p and the 
measure pa defined b! 
dp2(r, 0) = (2/4r log(l/r) dr de. 
Similar, but more complicated, results hold for other values of p. In addition, 
we also obtain classically inspired estimates of the Hardy-Littlewood type on 
E”(p) derivatives. 
In Section 4, we study Taylor coefficients and coefficient multipliers in the 
E”(p) classes. It is shown that the growth of the Taylor coefficients of an E”(p) 
function is essentially controlled by the growth of the moment sequence of I’. 
Under certain restrictions, coefficient multipliers from El(p) to I”, 2 ~1 q <; ~3, 
are completely characterized. It is demonstrated that the multipliers of E’(p) 
into 1’1 can be factored through W. In addition, we also obtain some conditions 
on the multipliers from E’(p) into E”(p), 1 < p 5-g 2, and on the multipliers 
from EQ) to El(p), q 3 2. 
In Section 5, we study some questions involving zeros and factorization in 
the El’(p) classes. The growth of ED(~) zero sets is characterized both in terms 
of the moment sequence of v and the reproducing kernel of P(p). In addition, 
we outline the details of a rudimentarv factorization theorv for these classes. 
Under certain restrictions, it is shown-that any E+) function can be written 
as the product of a canonical product and a nonvanishing function in such a 
way that all factors at least remain in N(p). 
1. SOME PRELIMINARIES 
Let 1-p be a finite positive Bore1 measure defined on the positive real axis, 
having no mass at either 0 or co. We assume in all that follows that yoL ELM 
for all (Y > 0. Let b(v) = inf{b 1 v([b, co)) = O>, and let D(V) = {.z I 1 a 1 < b(v)].. 
we define a measure p on the complex plane C by specifying that 
for every continuous function f with compact support contained in C. Symbol- 
ically, we write &(r, 0) = (27r-l dv(r) de. The measure p is called a s_ymmetric 
measure, and v the radial component of TV. If v is a probability measure, we say 
that p is normalized. Note that in all cases the support of p is contained in D(V). 
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If f(z) is a function either analytic or harmonic in D(V), and if 0 <p < co, 
we write 
0 < Y < 1. It is easily proved that M,(r;f, p) is an increasing function of Y. 
(See [9].) We agree to set MJr;f, 1-1) = ~upl~l<~(~) If(m In the special 
case b(v) = 1 and v a unit point mass at 1, the means M,(r;f, p) reduce to the 
standard Hv means 
M,(r;f) = ((l/24 lzm If(Y&yl” dB)l”‘. 0 <p < 00. 
We also have need to consider a logarithmic mean defined by 
~(~;f; 4 =j_ log+ I fW)l dP(W)7 (4) 
D(v) 
O<Y<l. 
For 0 <p < co, we define the class P(p) as the collection of all functions 
analytic in D(V) such that 
Ilf IL = sup M,(r;f; /-L) < oc). (5) 
r<1 
Note that for any symmetric measure t.~, E”(p) = Ha(D(v)), the class of functions 
bounded and analytic in D(V). The classes ED(~) were originally introduced in 
[9, IO]. The corresponding classes of harmonic functions we denote by e”(r). 
We also introduce the class N(p), consisting of all functions f analytic in D(V) 
such that sup,<i L(Y; f; p) < co. We summarize the basic properties of these 
classes in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let TV be a symmetric measure. 
(1”) (a) EP(p) is complete, 0 < p < 03. 
(b) E,‘(p) has bounded point ewaluations in D(v). 
(c) If v({b(v)}) = 0, ED(p) is precisely the collection of all functions 
analytic in D(v) which are LP(p)-integrable. 
(d) If v({b(v)}) > 0, ED(p) is Hp(D(v)) with an equivalent metric. 
(e) In all cases, ED(~) is isometrically isomorphic to the L+)-closure 
of the polynomials. 
(2”) (a) eP(p) is complete, 1 <p < co. 
(b) ep(p) has bounded point ewaluations in D(V). 
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(c) If v({b(v)}) = 0, I+(P) is precisely the collection of all functions 
harmonic in D(V) which are LP(p)-integrable. 
(d) If v({b(v)}) > 0, ep(p) is hP(D(v)) with an equiz&nt metric. 
(e) If p > 1, en(p) is isometrically isomorphic to the L”(p)-closure of 
the Fourier polynomials. If v({b(v))) = 0, this is also true when p = I. 
Part (1’) of Theorem 1 was proved in [9]. See also [IO]. Part (2”) is proved in a 
similar manner. (a) is deduced from (b) and (b) is proved by applying Jensen’s 
inequality to the Poisson representation. The remaining assertions are proved 
by direct analogy to the arguments used to prove the corresponding statements 
of part (1”). The details are left to the reader. 1Ye do not know if any of the 
assertions of part (2”) hold in the case p < 1. The difficulty arises in trying to 
establish (b). 
Because of Theorem 1, the space El’(p), 0 < p < co, may be regarded as a 
subspace of L”(p). The space ep(p) may be regarded in a similar manner, within 
the restrictions of the theorem. If v({b(v)}) > 0, the functions in E”(p) and 
e”(p) have &a.e. defined boundary functions, which we regard as being es- 
tensions of the functions themselves. 
Assertions (l”)(b) and (2”)(b) of Th eorem 1 lead us to appropriate generaliza- 
tions of the Cauchy and Poisson representations for the spaces E”(p) and e”(p), 
respectively. To derive these representations, we begin with the case p = 2. 
For any 5 with Re L, > 0, let 
w(5) = f” tc h(t). 
‘0 
(6) 
The function w(5) is called the moment function of p. w(4) is easily seen to be 
analytic for Re 5 > 0. 
It is a simple matter to verify that the sequence e,(s) = w(27~)-~/%‘~, 12 > 0, 
is an orthonormal basis for EQ), and that the sequence fn(r, 0) = w(2 / n l)-lj2 
Y iniei’ls, - 00 < n < 00, is an orthonormal basis for e2(p). It then follows easily 
from [l 1, Problem 301 that the reproducing kernels for E2(p) and e2(p) are 
given, respectively, by K(w, z) = p)(t%z) and P(w, z) = 2 Re ~(a.) - 1, where 
cp(2) = f w(2n)-lz”. 
?I=0 
In the case b(v) = 1 and v is a unit point mass at 1, one readily checks that 
K(w, z) and P(w, z) reduce to the usual Cauchy and Poisson kernels, respectively. 
We are now ready to obtain the desired representations. 
THEOREM 2. Let p be a symmetric measure with b(v) < 03. 
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f(4 = J-5fc4 Kh 4 444 Y 
(b) If II E e”(p), p > 1, then for any z E D(V) 
(8) 
44 = JYY +J> P(w, 2) dtL(w). (9) 
” 
If v({b(v)}) = 0, representation (b) is also valid when p = 1. 
Proof. (a) Representation (8) is certainly valid for any function in EQ). 
Thus if f E E(p), for any 0 < r < 1, 
fW = J--f(rw) K(w, 4 dl4w). 
Now 
/ jKf(4 K(w, 4 44w) - j-J4 K(w, 4 d&4! 
D(v) 
Since the right-hand side tends to 0 as Y -+ 1 (see [9]), we have 
f(z) = $ f (yz) = vi j--f(yw) K(w, 4 dAw) 
D(v) 
as claimed. 
The assertions of part (b) are proved in a similar manner, and we omit the 
details. 
COROLLARY. If b(v) < 00, and iff E El(p), then fm any n > 0, 
Proof. This follows easily from (8) by differentiating under the integral sign, 
which is easily justified. 
Remark. In the case b(v) = co, the results of Theorem 2 and its corollary 
are valid under certain restrictions. Representations (8), (9), and (10) are no 
longer meaningful when p = 1, since ~)(@.a) cannot be bounded unless z = 0. 
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However, if one enforces the restriction that v(c&) E D’(p) for all complex (Y and 
all p > 0, then an application of Holder’s inequality shows that all the re- 
presentations are again valid in the case p > 1. While the condition that 
~(ol~) ED’(~) for all p > 0 and all complex ry is in general nontrivial to verify, 
we see below that in many interesting cases it is satisfied. 
\Ve turn next to some elementary properties of the class N(p). LVe remark 
without proof that N(p) is a complex commutative algebra under pointwise 
addition and multiplication. The following result gives an alternative description 
of these classes. 
LEMMA 1. (a) If v({b(v)}) = 0, then N(p) coincides zkth the class of functions 
f(z) anaZ@ic in D(v) such that log+ / f / ill. 
(b) If v({b(v)}) > 0, then N(p) consists precisely of those functions analytic 
in D(v) having bounded characteristic. Moreooer, there exist constants ICI , K2 ‘>, 0 
such that for any f analytic in D(v), and any Y with 0 < r < 1, 
K&(Y; f; p) < (l/an) fzn log+ I f(b(v) reiS)I dP -.G K,L(r; f; CL). 
'0 
(11) 
(c) In a21 cases, if f E N(p) and f F 0, then log 1 f / EL’(~). (In the case 
v({b(v)}) > 0, it is understood that f is extended to the boundary by its de-a.e. defined 
boundary function.) 
Proof. (a) Since (21~))1 Jy log+ 1 f (yei@) d0 is an increasing function of Y, 
if f is any function analytic in D(v), we have 
by monotone convergence. The assertion is now immediate. 
(b) If v({b(v)}) > 0, then if f is any function analytic in D(V), we have 
L(Y; f; pj = (1/2~) fb(‘) dv(t) 1’” log+ / f(reis)I d0 
'0 '0 
“., ’ v([O, b(v)]) (I :2a) 1”” log+ / f (b(v) re’@)\ de, 
-0 
and 
v({b(v):) (l/277) .cn log + ( f (b(v) reiS)I d0 < L(r; f; P) 
for 0 < r < 1. From this, (b) follows easily; 
(c) If v is a simple point mass at b(v), this is well known. See [3, p. 171. 
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Suppose next that v({b(v)}) = 0. If f E N(p) and f + 0, to show that log 1 f / E 
P(p) it suffices to prove that log- 1 f / EL+). But since 
log- If I = log+ If; - 1% If I* 
this will in turn be established if it can be shown that -sDcy) log (f (z)l dp(z) < co. 
We may assume with no loss of generality that f(0) # 0. Then by Jensen’s 
theorem, 
- 6,“) log If @)I 444 = Lb’“’ WI [ -ww Jro2* 1% If (rev de] 
as desired. In the case v({b(u)}) > 0 and v([O, b(v)]) > 0, the assertion may be 
proved by appealing to the previous cases. 
Lemma 1 leads us to the fact that N(p) is, in a sense, closed under division. 
Specifically, we have 
LEMMA 2. Let p be any symmetric measure, and let f, g E N(p). If f/g has no 
poles, then flg E NW. 
Proof. If v({b(v)) > 0, this is well known. So we may assume v((b(v)}) 
We lose nothing in assuming that f + 0. It then suffices to show 
log If/g I EL’W But 
zz 0. 
that 
s,( ) I log If (z)/g(z)l I dAz) G Jb, ) I log I f(z)1 I dAz) 
Y Y 
+ 1,,, I log I &I I 444. 
Since the last two integrals are finite, the lemma follows. 
As a particular corollary of this result, we may observe that if f, g E D(p) 
for some p > 0, and f/g has no poles, then f/g E N(p). It is natural to inquire 
whether the converse to this is also true. That is, is it true that every function 
in N(p) can be expressed as a quotient of functions from ED(p) I In the case 
where Y is a single point mass at b(v), the answer to this question is well known 
and affirmative. Indeed, every function of bounded characteristic in D(V) can 
be expressed as the quotient of two functions bounded and analytic in D(V). 
In general, however, no such representation is possible. Consider the case 
dv(r) = (1 - r) dr. In this case, one easily checks that the function sin (I/( 1 -z))E 
N(p). However, suppose that sin(l/( 1 - z)) = f (z)/g(z), where f, g E B’(p) 
for some p > 0. Then every zero of sin( l/( 1 - z)) is a zero off, and thus by a 
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theorem of Horowitz [17, Theorem 31, there is a function h E Z?‘(p) having 
exactly the same zeros as sin(l/( 1 - a)). On the other hand, it follows from 
a theorem of Shapiro and Shields [19] th t a no such function h(z) can exist. 
Hence we have established a contradiction, and it follows that no such re- 
presentation is possible for the function sin( 1 /(I - z)). 
Since not every function in class N(p) can be expressed as the quotient of 
functions from ED(p), it is natural to inquire whether or not there is a more 
general relationship which is always valid. In particular, one might ask whether 
or not every- function in N(p) can be obtained from functions in E”(p) bv a 
finite number of algebraic operations. The answer to this question is not known 
at present. 
Before completing our preliminary study of the various spaces under conside- 
ration, we need to make a few additional observations. In much of the work that 
follows, it is often necessary, for the sake of convenience, to use various different 
equivalent metrics on the same ED(p) space. It is simple matter to show that 
if pi and p2 are two symmetric measures such that E+i) = EQ+) (as sets) 
for all p > 0, then the metrics induced by pi and p2 are equivalent. It is thus 
useful to determine simple conditions under which this will happen. M-e prove 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let p1 and pa be symmetric measures with b(v,) = b(v,). Suppose 
that for some a with 0 < a < b(q), the measure v1 and v2 restricted to [a, b(v,)] 
are mutually absolutely continuous, and that dv,ldv, is bounded and bounded away 
from 0 vl-u.e. on [a, b(q)]. Then EP(p,) = E”(p,), p > 0, e$,) = ef&), p ~2 0. 
and N(p,) = X(pJ. 
Proof. We prove only the assertion that E”(pi) = E”(~J. (The others are 
proved in a similar manner.) Let f(z) b e any function analytic in D(v,), and 
let p > 0 be arbitrary. Then we have 
= ia M&t; f)” dv,(t) + lb”” Al,@; f)” 2 dv,(t) 
-< v~([O, a]) M,(ra; f)” + const 
.b(v21 
J 
M,,(rt; f )” d+(t) 
I, 
%W 4) IS 
b(v.J 
4~ &Jl + ‘Onst 
M,(rt; f )” dv,(t) 
n 
::< const Mp(r; f; Q. 
The reverse inequality follows by interchanging the roles of pi and CL”. From 
this, the assertion is immediate. 
Any two symmetric measures satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 3 will 
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be called residually equivalent .In particular, given a symmetric measure II, the 
radial component v may be truncated by choosing any a with 0 < a < b(v) 
and setting v,(B) = v(B n [a, b(v)]) f or any Bore1 subset B of [0, b(v)]. We 
may then set dpa(r, 0) = (27r-l dv,(r) d8. Then since TV and pa are residually 
equivalent, Lemma 3 guarantees us that ,??(pL,) = ED(p) for all p > 0 and all 
0 < a < b(v). Thus in particular we observe that the metric properties of 
functions in P(p) are independent of the behavior of the functions at any interior 
point of D(V). 
Remark. It is easily observed that the conditions of Lemma 3 are not necessary 
for the equality of En(& and ZP(pa). Indeed it is possible to find mutually 
singular measures pi and ps for which E’Q.+) = EP(& for all p > 0. As an 
example, one may choose dv,(r) = dr and ~a to be the completely atomic measure 
defined by ~~((1 - (l/n)}) = l/n2, n 2 2. The verification of this is left to the 
reader. 
2. MEAN GROWTH 
In the classic papers [13, 151, Hardy and Littlewood studied the growth 
properties of the HP means M,(r; f), p > 0. Subsequent invesxtigations along 
these lines have been conducted by Duren and Taylor [6], Flett [8], and Taylor 
[22]. See also [3]. In this section, we make a similar analysis of the generalized 
means J/r,(r;f, p), p > 0, where p is an arbitrary symmetric measure. In the 
course of such an analysis, it suffices to consider only the cases b(v) = 1 and 
b(v) = co. We treat these two cases separately, beginning with the former. 
In the analysis of the case b(v) = 1, we require the following lemma, which 
is a generalization of the familiar Hansdorff-Young inequalities. See [3, 251. 
LEMMA 4. Let p be a symmetric measure with b(v) = 1, and let 1 < p < 2. 
Let f(z) = xz=:=, u,zn be a function analytic for / z / < 1. 
(a) If X~=:=, w(2nP-l I a, I y -C ~0, then f E -@(p) ((1 ip) + (l/q) = 1) and 
Ilf L < ( f =G+F I a, P)l”. 
\ n=o I 
(b) Iff E Ep(p), d-en 
(12) 
t go wP)n-1 I a, I”)l’* < llf Ilp.u, p > 1, 
SUP w(W I a, I < Ilf /Il,rr , p = 1. (13) 
n 
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Proof. Part (a) is proved by means of the IM. Riesz interpolation theorem, 
and the details are given in [?I]. Part (b) may be deduced from part (a) as follows. 
First assume p > 1. For any integer rz > 0, we let 
g,(z) = i w(2k)Q-’ a, 1 uk l’l-%z+. 
h=O 
\Ve have 
= i w(2k)Q-’ 1 a, p. 
I;=0 
On the other hand, 
and by part (a), 
Therefore 
to 4wa-1 I % IQ G IlflL (,go 4w-1 I a, I”)L’t 
so that 
Since n was arbitrary, (13) follows when p > I. 
In the case p = 1, for any 71 > 0 let g,(z) = (z/I a, 1)s” if a, f 0 and 
gJz) = z” if a, = 0, and observe that 
The result follows. 
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We are now ready to proceed to some of the main results of this section. A 
function g(r) mapping [0, I] into itself is said to have linear growth at 1 if the 
quotient (I - g(r))/( 1 -- Y) is bounded and bounded away from 0 as Y ---f 1. 
A finite positive Bore1 measure v defined on [0, l] is said to be asymptotically 
invariant under functions of linear growth (AILG) if, given any function g(r) 
having linear growth at 1, the quotient v([g(r), l])/v([~, 11) is bounded and 
bounded away from 0 as Y - 1. Examples of such measures are naturally 
abundant. For instance, one may choose dv(r) = (1 - r)6 dr, ,3 > -1, or one 
may choose v to be a single point mass at 1. There are many others. 
THEOREM 3. Let p be a symmetric measure with b(v) = 1, and assume that v 
is AILG. Let f (z) be a function analytic for / z 1 < 1, und let p > 0. Suppose that 
for some OL > 0 and j3 2 0, there is a constant C > 0 such that 
hf,(r;f; CL) d Clv([r, 11)” (1- rj8. (14) 
Then there is a constant K > 0, depending only on (Y, /3, andp such that 
M,(r;f; CL) < KC/v([r, I]) a+(l/P)-(l/S) ( 1 _ r)B+(l/P)-ws) , p <s < 00. (15) 
If OL = p = 0 (i.e., f E ED(p)), then in fact M,(r;f; p) = d(l/v([r, l])t(/r’)-cl/sl 
(1 - y)l(/O)-(l/S)) m r + 1. 
We remark that in the case when v is a single point mass at 1, Theorem 3 
reduces to the familiar theorem of Hardy and Littlewood [13, Theorem 271. 
Proof of Theorem 3. It actually suffices to establish the result for the case 
s = co. For, once this is done, the inequality 
K(r; f; /J) < ‘s’f,p I f(W-‘“‘s’ M,(r; f; kWr (16) 
I * 
yields the general assertion. 
To prove (15) for s = CO, let 1 z 1 < 1 and let Y =I 1 z I. Put p = &(I + r), 
and let g(r) be chosen so that f(w) h as no zeros on the circle j w ) = pg(r), 
and such that 
3r/(l + 2r) <g(r) d 4r/(l + 3r). (17) 
Let B(w) be the finite Baschke product normalized to have unit modulus on the 
circle 1 w 1 = pg(r), and having the same zeros as f (w) inside the disk 1 w 1 < pg(r). 
Let h(w) = f (w)/B(w). Then h(w) has no zeros in this disk, and 1 h(w)1 = I f (w)l 
for I w 1 = pg(r). Since pg(r) > Y, the Cauchy formula gives 
h(z)p = & f hop dw. 
lwl-LwP(+) w - 2 
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< 
Cl’ 
v([4r/(l + 3r), 11)(3~p/(l + 2r) - y) v([p, 11)“” (1 - p)sY 
< 
KPCP 
V([Y, l])““” (1 - I)@+1 ’ 
where K > 0 is independent off. From this, the first assertion is immediate. 
We turn now to the proof of the second assertion. Let u > p. If f(w) has 
no zeros on the circle 1 w 1 = I(, the previous argument may be repeated to 
obtain the inequality 
If f(w) has zeros on the circle 1 w I = u, a limiting argument shows that this 
estimate still holds. So for some constant K’ > 0 independent off, 
Now sincef E Er$), for any E > 0 we may choose 6 > 0 such that 
for all 0 E [-n, ~1. We then write 
4P, 11) If(41P < W/W 1’ %) [I-” + \” + I”]. 
-0 -n --a -a 
The first and third integrals in the brackets are bounded independent of Y; 
while for the second integral, we have 
’ ‘dt l 
G -a I 1 
I fw(e+t))l p d”(u) 
.. 1 weit - Y 1 
K” 1 a dt l -- 
5 -Y27r 4 ‘” s f 
) f(uei@+“))lp dv(u) < jf$ . 
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From this it follows easily that 
/ f(z)1 = B(l/V([Y, 11)“” (1 - ryy as r-1. 
The theorem is proved. 
Remark. The argument used to prove Theorem 3 essentially proceeds along 
the same lines as the original proof given by Hardy and Littlewood [13]. The 
main difference is that the trick of dividing by a finite Blaschke product eliminates 
the need to distinguish between the cases p < 1 and p > 1. In the case when Y is 
a single point mass at 1, the argument becomes considerably simplified. 
It is natural to inquire whether or not the estimate of Theorem 3 is the best 
possible. Owing to the generally intangible nature of the factor v([Y, l]), this is 
naturally a very difficult question. In certain instances, it is possible to show 
that the given exponents are the best possible. In the case dv(r) = (1 - Y)~, 
b > - 1, for instance, this can be proved by using the functions (1 - z)-” for 
appropriate choices of a. The details are left to the reader. 
In spite of being generally applicable to certain classes of measures, Theorem 3 
is effectively limited to radial measures v which do not “die off” too rapidly 
at 1. For instance, one may show that measures of the form dv(r) = 
(1 - r)“exp(-l/(1 -Y)) d Y, a real, are not AILG. Our next result is generally 
applicable to any symmetric measure p with b(v) = 1. However, before proceeding 
to this result, we first prove 
LEMMA 5. Let f(z) be analytic for / z 1 -=z 1, and let p > 1. Suppose that 
M*(y;f; l-4 < C(Y), (19) 
where C(Y) is a nondecreasing function on [0, 11. Let g(r) and k(r) mup [0, l] into 
itself and satisfy the condition g(r) h(y) = r, 0 < Y < 1. Then 
I f (@)I < d&P 4&N, W) 
If 1 < p < 2, inequality (20) may be improved to 
I f (de)1 < d4yWp c(dY))- (21) 
(Note that ~(2) is us in (7).) 
Proof. We first consider the case 1 < p < 2. Let z = ye”@. Then by 
Theorem 2, 
f(z) = 
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By Holder’s inequality, 
I ml d II dwh(yN., llf(&)w)ll.,. ((l/P) + (v7) = 1). 
By Lemma 4, 
11 &(h(r))jl,,, < f w(~Tz)“-1 ~(24~p h(rp 
t 
“’ 
1’ 
= y(h(Y)“)“*‘. 
7l=O 
Hence 
as claimed. 
I fk>l G v(h(y)PY’p 4&N, 
If p > 2, write p = np’, where n is an integer and 1 < p’ < 2. If we apply 
the previous argument to f(~)~, with p replaced by p’, we obtain 
If WI” G II dWw>h?~.u IIfW>w>” llrl,,” ((UP’) t (IV) = 1) 
G cp(w)p’)l:p’ IIf(&>4l,~., 7 
from which (20) is immediate. The lemma is proved. 
We are now ready to proceed to 
THEOREM 4. Let f(z) be analyticfor / z 1 < 1, and let p 3 1. Let g(r) and h(r) 
be as in Lemma 5. Suppose that for some OL 3 0, there is a constant C > 0 such that 
Mp(y;f; cl) < Cdy~. P-3 
Then there is a constant K > 0, depending only on 01 and p, such that 
fif.4~; fi CL) d KC d4y))(1’P)--(11S) dg(y>)a (d~)/dg(r)P”~“, (23) 
p < s < a~. Zfa = O(i.e.,fE ED(~)), thenM,(r;f; p) = o(cJJ(Y)(~!P)-‘~~s)) us Y + 1. 
Proof. The first part of the theorem may be easily obtained as follows. 
When s = CD, the assertion follows from Lemma 5. If p < s < 00, inequality 
(16) then yields the general result. We may therefore turn immediately to the 
proof of the second assertion. Again, it suffices to consider the case s = co. 
We assume first that 1 < p < 2. Then since f s ED(~), if f(z) = xzCo a,~, 
Lemma 5 gives 
i 
‘,fo f4w-1 I a?l IQy G llfll.,” ((l/P) + (l/q) = 1). 
Thus for any E > 0, there is an N 2 0 such that 
2 w(27t)Q-l 1 a, IQ < EQ. 
n=N 
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f(z) = f c&Z” = go 2424”” q@ff)-l’~zn, 
?Z=O 
and apply Holder’s inequality to obtain 
< 0(l) + cp(l z I”)“+. 
The assertion therefore follows in the case 1 < p < 2. In the case p = 1, we 
proceed as follows. Let p(z) = jif(tz) dv(t). Then it is a simple matter to 
show that fan H1. Since f has Taylor coefficients w(n)a, , it follows from the 
Riemann-Lebesgue lemma that w(n) / a, 1 + 0 as n -+ co. Hence also 
w(2n) j a, I+ 0 as n --+ co. Now for any c > 0 we may choose N > 0 such that 
n > N implies that w(2n) 1 a, / < BE. Then 
If p > 2, write p = p’n, where n is an integer and 1 < p’ < 2, and proceed as 
in the proof of Lemma 5, replacingf(z) byf(z)n in the previous argument. The 
result follows. 
Remarks. (a) In the case where Y is a single point mass at 1, it is easily seen 
that the foregoing result once again reduces to the classical estimate of Hardy 
and Littlewood [13]. In this case, p(z) = (1 - z)-l, and one may choose 
g(T) = h(Y) = Yl’2. 
(b) Since v(r) < v(g(r)), estimate (23) may be simplified to 
M,(r; f; p) < KC lp(h(Y))"~p'-'l'~' pl(g(r))". (24) 
However, (24) is in general weaker than (23). In the case where v(g(r))/p(r) is 
bounded, (23) and (24) are of course equivalent. This is of particular interest 
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in the case when q~(rl/~)/p( ) Y is b ounded; for then choosing g(r) = k(r) = rl@, 
(24) reduces to 
il/l,T(~; f; p) < K”C ~)(~)‘l!~)--(~‘~)~*. (25) 
which is a direct extension of the classical estimate. In particular, this can be 
done in the case dv(r) == (1 - Y)~ dr, b > - 1. The resulting estimate is easil! 
seen to be identical with estimate (15) of Theorem 3. 
(c) The primary disadvantage of Theorem 4 is that it does not readily 
extend to the case p < 1. Neither the argument used to prove Theorem 3 nor 
the classical approach of Hardy and Littlewood has any apparent generalization 
to this situation. 
The obvious advantage of Theorem 4 is that it places no restrictions on the 
measure p. In particular, it may be applied to any number of examples not 
covered by Theorem 3. As an illustration, we consider the following class of 
examples. Let (Y. > 0, ,8 2 -2, and let 
ddr) = k2 r-1 (log i)” exp (e). (26) 
Because of Lemma 3, we may alternately use 
dv,(r) = (I - r)8 exp(a/(r - 1)). (27) 
Form (26) is more advantageous for computing the moment function. We have 
“‘+l) KB+l (2 (;)‘14, 
(28) 
where K,(Z) is a modified Bessel function (see [23, p. 1831). Thus we have 
q(z) = f 4’&4-’ ,$l = & i (?!)+“+‘) k’,,, (2 (??)l’z)-l Zne (29) 
n=O 7kO 
.a 
We assert that 
I d4I = f? ( (1 _ ) ; pl+2) exp ( 
2 
-~ 41 - I z I) >) 
as Isl-+l. (30) 
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To see that this is so, we begin by noting that 
=l+Zf 2” f k! Z&n 
n=O ch! (n + l)! k=n (k - n)! 
(31) 
= 1 + i t M (i + 1; 2; 2J sj, 
J=O 
where M(a; b; z) is a confluent hypergeometric function. Using the appropriate 
asymptotic expansion (see [7, p. 279]), we have 
hf(j + 1; 2; 2/4 - Cj-te2(2ji~)“2 as j- co, (32) 
where C > 0 is a constant. On the other hand, using the asymptotic expansion 
of KY(z) as 1 z 1 - co (see [23, p. 2021) we obtain 
q() - ,a+1(~/~)1(B+t)e--‘(E/2,“2 as 151+00. (33) 
Hence also 
w(2j) - a-6-1(2j/cY)r(B+~)e-2(2j/~)1’~ as j-+ co. (34) 
Thus if we put 4(z) = xTA j-1/2(~+2)w(2j)-1zj, then 
#(y) G Ko exp(2Ml - r)) as r+ 1, 
for some constant K, > 0. Thus by a theorem of Hardy and Littlewood [15, 
Theorem 71, 
(36) 
for some Kr > 0, as claimed. 
Now if we set &(Y, 0) = (1/27r) dv,(r) de, we may obtain concrete estimates 
from Theorem 4 by using (30). In particular, if f~ Ep(&, p > 1, we have 
f(z) = o ( (1 - 1 ,I()wJ+2l exp ( 
2 
41 - I z I) 1) 
as (z(-+l. (37) 
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If I < p < 2, this estimate can be sharpened to 
as ’ z ’ - ‘. c3*) 
iVe turn now to the separate case b(v) = co. In this case, results such as 
Theorems 3 and 4 seem to be more or less inappropriate. Here we concern 
ourselves primarily with growth conditions on functions which belong to ED(p) 
for some particular I*. We begin by mentioning a simple result valid only for 
p = 2. 
THEOREM 5. Let f E P(p), where b(v) = co. Then 
f(z) = a(qJ(l z py) as I z I 
Proof. Let f(z) = xz==, a,#~. Then for any E 
sufficiently large such that 
fN w(2n) I a, 12 < 2. 
Thus we have 
i * cc). (39) 
0, we may choose N 
Since zzz a#’ is a polynomial, the second term dominates, and the assertion 
is immediate. 
Unfortunately, the simple argument used to prove this result does not seem 
to generalize to other values of p. At present, the only apparent tool for such a 
generalization would be the generalized Hansdorff-Young inequality of Lemma 4. 
But there is no immediate extension of this result to the case b(v) = 00. For 
other values of p it is, however, possible to obtain results of a slightly weaker 
character, using methods from the classical theory of entire functions. We 
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consider the following special class of measures. Let (Y > 0, p > 0, and let 
dv,,,(r) = rcaTL) dr. W) 
We then set dpu,(r) = (1/23r) dV,,Jr) de. We are going to prove 
THEOREM 6. Let OL > 0, p > 0 be given. Let p > 0, and let f E EY(pa,J. Then 
f(z) is an entire function of exponential order <p. If f has order p, then f has 
type < dp. 
Before proving this result, we need 
LEMMA 6. Let OL > 0 and p > 0 be given, and let C&Z) be the reproducing 
function for E2(p,J. Then cp(z) is an entire function of exponential order p/2 and 
type 01. In particular, I#&) E Lp(p) for all complex /3 and all p > 0. 
Proof. Note that the moment function of pm,r, is given by 
rc+le-@ dr = (l/p)&C+a)‘~ r(({ + 2)/p). (41) 
From this, it follows that 
cp(z) = p f cWo’(n+l’ I((2/p)(?t + l))-‘a”. 
Tl=O 
(42) 
The assertions of the lemma now follow from well-known formulas for the 
order and type of an entire function in terms of its Taylor coefficients. (See 
[Z pp. 9-W) 
Proof of Theorem 6. We show first that every function f E EP(pL,.,) has order 
<p and finite type. For the time being, we enforce the restriction p > 1. By 
Lemma 6, and the remarks following Theorem 2, we have 
f(w) = (l/237) Lzn de Lffi f(reie) v(wre-ie) reeQrO dr. 
By Holder’s inequality, 
If (4 G Ilf IL II d~~)lla.” ((UP) + (U!l) = 1). 
Now if E > 0 is fixed, we have 
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< const r x exp(q(ol + 6) / w l~!z~~l”) re-““‘dr ‘cl 
Thusf(z) has exponential order ,<p and finite type. Assume thatf(z) has order p. 
Let u be the type off, and suppose that 0 > or/p. Then there is an interval 
[e, , e,] C [0, 27~1 and a number E > 0 such that the indicator function 
h(B) 3 C#J + E for 19 E [6’, , e,]. By a theorem of V. Bernstein [18, p. 731 for 
each 0 E [e, , e,] there is a subset K(B) of the positive real axis, having infinite 
Lebesgue measure, such that 
log / f(reiS)I 3 (h(e) - Or l* > (~l/p)rp, 
for r E K(0). Thus we have 
a contradiction. The theorem is therefore established in the case p > 1. In the 
case 0 < p :g 1, the proof will be deferred until the following section. 
We remark that in the casep = 2, Theorem 6 does not yield the best possible 
estimate. Indeed, in this case, Theorem 5 guarantees us that if f~ E&J, 
then f(z) = o(exp(oi/2) / z ;p) as / n / --t ~8. It would be interesting to know 
if this stronger estimate holds for other values of p. 
We point out that spaces of the form EZ(& have appeared previously in the 
literature. The special case p = 2 was investigated by Bargmann [I] in connection 
with certain problems of quantum mechanics. 
3. SOME DIFFERENTIATION THEOREMS 
In this section, we study the effect of differentiation on functions in a given 
E+) space. 1Ve obtain results analogous to the classical estimates of Hardy 
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and Littlewood [13, 151, as well as results of a somewhat different character. 
However, before we can proceed, we must first introduce some additional 
terminology, and obtain some preliminary results. 
If vi and ~a are finite positive Bore1 measures defined on [0, CD), we define a 
measure Y = vi * va by specifying that 
(43) 
for every continuous function f with compact support contained in [0, 00). 
The measure Y thus defined can be transformed into the classical Stieltjes 
resultant via an exponential change of variables. See [24, pp. 83-921. Note that 
if w(c) is the moment function of Y, and wr({) and w,(c) are the moment functions 
of v1 and vs , respectively, then wr([) w,(c) = w(t). 
If v1 and va are the radial components of symmetric measures pi and ps, 
respectively, then we define a symmetric measure p = p1 * ps by setting 
&(t, 0) = (27r)-r dv(r) dc9. One easily verifies that the multiplication thus defined 
is commutative, associative, and distributive over addition of measures. 
LEMMA 7. Let v and p be us defined ubooe. Then b(v) = b(v,) b(v,). 
Proof. Let 0 < b < CD be arbitrary. Then using (43), we have 
v([b, a>> = jom ~[a.=&) WY) =jam MS) Jba xttdst) ddt) 
If b > b(v,) b(~a), the right-hand side is easily seen to be 0. On the other hand, 
if b < b(v,) b(v,), then 
since vl([b/s, co)) > 0 for s > b/b(v,). F rom these observations, the lemma is 
immediate. 
In particular, Lemma 7 implies that if either b(~s) = 1 or b(v,) = co, then 
b(v) = b(v,). If this occurs, it is natural to inquire whether or not any inclusion 
relation holds between .@(pr) and P(p). Our next lemma answers the question 
in the case 6(v,) = 1. 
LEMMA 8. Let p = pL1 * pz , and assume that b(v,) = 1. Then Ii?&) C En(p) 
for all p > 0, and A$.+) C N(p). 
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Proof. It follows easily from (43) that iff is any function analytic in D(V), then 
M,(r; fi pp = j’ M,(rs; f; pl)‘# dv,(s). 
0 
From this it is obvious that if M,(r; f; pi) is b ounded as r 4 1, so is Mp(r;f; p). 
A similar argument shows that N(pi) C N(p). 
In the sequel, we shall require the services of the special family of sym- 
metric measures CL&, a. > 0, defined by 
d&r, 0) = (2*-ljn) r(log( 1 /r)>3.-l dr d0, 0 ><r < 1. (4) 
A simple computation shows that the moment function of CL,, is given by 
UT,({) = 2&(5 + 2)+. The measures pu are intimately connected with differen- 
tiation in the En(p) classes. As a simple illustration of this, we prove 
THEOREM 7. Let ~1 be any symmetric measure, let dk(r, 0) = r2 dp(r, O), and 
let pet = i; * t+ . Then a function f(z) analytic in D(v) belongs to EQ) i#. 
f’ E EQB’). The map f --+ f’ is an isometric isomorphism of Eo2(~) onto E2(p2’). 
Weye Eozb) = lf E E’(p) If(o) = 01.) 
Proof. The result is a simple consequence of Parseval’s identity. Let f (z) = 
zz=‘=, a& be analytic in D(V). Then for any N 3 1, we have 
Thus 
and 
The result follows. 
In particular, it follows from Theorem 7 that f E Hz iff f’ E E2(p2), a fact which 
was first observed in [9]. 
In view of Theorem 7, it is natural to ask what can be said about the derivatives 
of ED(~) functions for other values of p. In order to study this question, we 
first obtain a simple generalization of a classical inequality of Hardy and. 
Littlewood [ 121. 
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LEMMA 9. (a) Let 0 < p < 2, and let f(z) = En”=, a,&? belong to ED(p). 
Then 
(45) 
where C, > 0 is a constant dependiptg only on p. 
(b) Let p 3 2, let f(z) = xz=:=, a,zn be analytic in D(v), and suppose that 
Cr=‘=, (n + I)~-2w(pn) 1 a, 1~ < 00. Then f E D(p), and 
Ilf II p.P < C, 
( 
lzo (n + lJp-* w(P) I a, Ip)l”, (46) 
where C, > 0 is a constant depending only on p. 
Proof. We deduce this from the classical result of Hardy and Littlewood [12]. 
To prove part (a), 1etfE Z?(p), and letf,.(w) = f(m), 0 < I < b(v) and 1 w I < 1. 
Then f,. E HP, so by the Hardy-Littlewood inequality, 
@ + l)r+-1F I a, IP < C,PA!Z&; f)“. 
Integrating over [0, b(v)] with respect to V, we obtain the result. Part (b) is 
proved similarly. 
We point out that in the case 0 < p < 1, Theorem 6 follows easily from this 
result by utilizing standard formulas for order and type of an entire function 
given in [2, pp. g-121. 
Before proceeding to our next result, WC require one additional piece of 
notation. Given any symmetric measure CL, and any positive integer 71, we write 
CL *n =PLfP*“’ *p, where the product is n-fold. More generally, if w(t) is 
nonvanishing, we may define the function Us for any in > 0 by choosing the 
determination of z” which is positive when z > 0. w(L)” is analytic for Re [ > 0, 
and if w(c)” is the moment function of a symmetric measure, we denote this 
symmetric measure by CL*“. We can now state 
THEOREM 8. Let TV be a symmetric measure with b(v) = 1 and w(4) nonvanishing. 
Assume further that p,ca exists for all 01 > 0. For 1 <p < CO, let dF,(r, 0) = 
r2dp*a(r2/v, e), where 01 = (p - 1)-l, and let pp’ = Pn+2b. 
(a) Let 1 =C p < 2. If f E D(p), then f’ E E4(pD’) ((l/p) + (l/q) = l), and 
Ilf’ lID.U9~ G KP Ilfll,,, I where K, > 0 depends only on p. 
(b) Letp 2 2. If f’ E E&J, thenf E EPk), and Ilfll,., < K, (!lf’ Le, + 
1 f (O)l), where K, > 0 depends only on p. 
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Proof. (a) One readily computes that pp’ has even moments 
zu(p(rz + l))“/(n + 1)2*. Now by Lemma 9, 
- l if0 @ + l)“c-] 41:11 ( [ 
w(p(n + l)P p-L I(n + lb, Iq 
3 Ilf’ l~0.u; 7 
by Lemma 4. Part (a) follows Part (b) is proved in a similar manner, and the 
details are left to the reader. 
One of the most apparent difficulties of Theorem 8 is the seemingly intangible 
nature of the measure CL=‘. However, in many concrete instances, CL,,’ can easily 
be computed. We illustrate this with some simple examples. 
The simplest of all examples is the case ED(p) = Hp. In this case p,,’ = pdd 
(a = (p - 1)-l) for all p > 1. Theorem 8 then asserts that if 1 < p < 2, and 
f E HP, then f’ E En(p2,) ((l/p) + (l/q) = I), and llf’ llQ,u2~ < K, ItfIll,. If 
P 3 2 andf’ E -@‘(Pi,), thenfE HP, and Ilfll, < K,(llfll,.,,, + l.fKW 
Let us examine some of the implications of these estrmates. Suppose that 
l<p<2 and frz HI’. Then since f’ E E*(p&, by Theorem 4, ; f’(z): = 
,,(p)(r)l~“l) as r - 1, where CJI is the reproducing function for E’(&. But one 
easily checks that v(r) = C((l - r)pza-l) as Y ---f 1. Thus 1 f’(z)1 = 
/.((I - y)-(*a+L)/n = ((1 - y)‘+“m) as Y + 1, a result which was originally 
proved by Hardy and Littlewood for unrestricted p > 0. See 113, Theorem 451. 
In the case p 3 2, our result provides conditions on -f’ which are sufficient 
to ensure thatfE HJ’. Moreover, the result is sharp in the sense that the condition 
f’ E E’++) for any fi > 201 is not sufficient to ensure that f~ HI,. Also, the 
condition f’ E E8(p2J for any s < 9 is likewise insufficient to ensure that f E Hp. 
Both these assertions may be demonstrated by using the functions (1 - z)--Y 
for appropriate choices of y. 
Another simple example is the case p = p,r for some /3 > 0, where P,~ is as 
in (44). In this case, it is easily seen that pa ’ is residually equivalent to the measure 
P&+2) . Thus in the case p = p6 , the assertions of Theorem 8 hold with yii’ 
replaced by ~~(s+~) . This observation may be combined with the previous 
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example to obtain results concerning higher-order derivatives of HP functions. 
Such results are left to the imagination of the reader. 
We turn next to the derivation of a result which is more directly analogous to 
the classical estimates of Hardy and Littlewood. Specifically, we prove 
THEOREM 9. Let TV be a symmetric measure with b(u) = 1. Let 1 < p < 2, 
let f(z) be a function analytic for 1 x 1 < 1. Zuppose that 
Jfp(r; f; P) < c(r), (47) 
where c(r) is a nondecreasing function on [0, I]. Let g(r) and h(r) be any pair of 
functions mapping [0, l] into itself with g(r) h(r) = r, and such that g(r) has 
linear growth at 1. Then 
M&; f ‘; CL) < (K/( 1 - r)“‘“) c(g(r)) ~‘p’(h(r)p)“l”‘-“Is), (48) 
s > p, where K > 0 depends only on p and g(r) and #p)(r) denotes the fractional 
derivative of 9) of order p as defined by Hardy and Littlewood [13, IS]. 
If c(r) is bounded (i.e., f E &“(p)), estimate (48) can be improved to 
M,(r; f ‘; II) = 0( 1 - r)--Pls I#P)(YP)(~IP)-(~I~)) as r -+ 1. 
Proof. We first consider the case s = p. Because of Lemma 3, no generality 
is lost in assuming that the radial measure v vanishes identically on [0, a] for 
someO~a<1.ThenbyCauchy’sformula,ifO~r<1anda~~w~~1, 
f ‘@w) = & $,w,=O(r) f# . 
Thus by Minkowski’s inequality 
(49) 
(50) 
since g(r) has linear growth at I. We point out that this estimate is equally valid 
when p > 2. 
Next we consider the case s = co. Fix some a with 0 < a < 1, and let 
z = reie, where Y 3 a. Then by the corollary to Theorem 2, we have 
f’(Z) = & J-%f (g(r)w)a 9J’@h(r)e’Y dtL(w)* (51) 
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Thus by Holder’s inequality, 
if’(z)l < i M,(g(Y);f; cL) ~dh(Y); F’; tL) p+;= 1). 
Since 4 $ 2, it follows from Lemma 4 that 
.ll,(k(r); v’; p) < const M,(h(r); zv’(.z); cl) 
< const tn$i ~(2n)P-~n~ w(2rreP h(~)~‘)l ’ 
= const (,zr PZ”W(~~)-~ i (r)~)~” 
Thus 
< const CJJ(~)(~(Y)~)~!~. 
I f’(Z)1 < K Q(y)> sJP) wp)l’p~ 
as claimed. The general case now follows easily from (16). 
The o-assertion is proved as follows. In the case s = p, the result follows 
from (49) by an argument similar to that given in the second half of the proof 
of Theorem 3. In the case s = 03, the assertion is obtained by applying H61der’s 
inequality to the Taylor expansion off’(z) as in the proof of Theorem 4. 
Remarks. (a) We point out that in the particular case where I’ is a single 
unit point mass at 1, Theorem 9 implies the classical result of Hardy and 
Littlewood [13, Theorem 471 for the range of values I < p --< 2. 
(b) In the case p > 2, there does not seem to be any direct extension of 
this result. It is possible to obtain a cruder estimate onf’(z) by applying Lemma 5 
directly to estimate (50). It is easily observed that such an estimate is still 
sufficient to imply the aforementioned result of Hardy and Littlewood. 
We conclude this section with some observations on the case b(v) = 03. 
In this case, the effect of differentiation on the functions of class P(p) is not 
nearly as drastic as in the case b(v) = 1. As an illustration of this, we consider 
the measures CL&,,, defined in (40). IffE Ep(p=,J, thenf(z) has exponential order 
<p. Iff has order p, f has type <a/p. Consequently, as is well known, the same 
is true off’. It therefore follows easily that f’ E Ed&J for all s > p. As a 
consequence of this, it follows from the closed graph theorem that for any s < p 
there is a constant K, > 0 (depending on s) such that 
i!f ‘ II s.um,o G K; Ilfll,.,,,, - (52) 
It is natural to inquire if in fact it is true that f E ~!?p(p~,J implies that 
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f’ E EP(pLbJ. However, the answer to this question is in general patently negative. 
For, if this were the case, the map f--f’ would be a bounded operator of 
E+%+J into itself. The latter assertion is easily seen to be false. In the case 
p = 2, for example, the functionsfs(z) = eBz*, 0 < ,f3 < a/p, belong to .G&J; 
however, it is a simple matter to verify that there is no absolute constant K > 0 
such that Il.&’ llp.u,~p < Kllh llp,ua,p for all 0 < B < a/P. 
4. TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS AND MULTIPLIERS 
In this section, we study some questions concerning Taylor coefficients and 
multiplier sequences in the spaces ED(p). We first consider the general problem 
of characterizing the Taylor coefficients of functions in ED(p). In the special 
case E$) = Ho, the first steps in this direction were taken by Hardy and 
Littlewood [12-141, see also [3, 6, 251. I n g eneral, the only value of p for which 
a simple characterization of the Taylor coefficients of ED(p) functions exists is 
p = 2. Here Parseval’s identity solves the problem. For other values of p, 
the situation is not so simple. The natural analogs of Parseval’s identity in these 
cases are the generalized Hansdorff-Young and Hardy-Littlewood inequalities 
(Lemmas 4 and 9). However, these results provide only “one-sided” conditions 
(necessary or sufficient, depending on p, but not both). It is possible to give a 
complete characterization of the Taylor coefficients of ED(~) functions for 
certain other values of p; but the characterization is quite cumbersome, as 
our next result serves to indicate. 
THEOREM 10. Let p be any symmetric measure, and let f(z) = xz=,, a,zn be 
analytic in D(v). Let m 3 1 be an integer. Then f E EPm(p) zg 
where a = (a1 ,..., a,) and 1 (Y I = aI + ..- + 1y,. 
Proof. The result is an easy consequence of Parseval’s identity, together 
with the fact that f E E2Q) iff f m E E2(p). 
While condition (53) completely characterizes the Taylor coefficients of 
functions in E29n(p), it has the primary disadvantage of not yielding any simple 
information about them. In particular, it does not lead to any direct estimates 
on the coefficients of such functions. Nevertheless, sharp estimates upon the 
Taylor coefficients of EP(p) functions (p unrestricted) are easily obtained by 
methods analogous to the classical techniques of Hardy and Littlewood. It is 
necessary to make the assumption that b(v) = 1. Under this restriction, we prove 
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THEOREM I 1. Let p be a symmetric measure with b(v) = 1, and let f(z) = 
~~=:=, u P be analytic for 1 z 1 < 1. 
(a) rff E JWP), p 3 1, then ~ 4 I -G llf ,ip,u w(pn)-’ I’. 
(b) If f 6 E(p), then a, = n(w(n)-l) us n + cc. 
(c) If v is AILG and f E EP(p), 0 <p < 1, then a,, = ~(n(l:~” z;‘,“) us 
n---f a. where z’, = v([l - (l/n), l]), II > I. 
Before proving this result, we need 
LEMMA 10. If p is any symmetric measure with b(v) = 1, then z-, = O(w(n)) us 
n + co. where z>~ = v([l - (1 In), 11). 
Proof. Simply note that 
zc(n) = Jo1 tvL d+) 2 f1 tn dv(t) > (1 - (l/n))%, . 
*1-(1,n) 
The assertion is now immediate. 
In connection with Lemma 10, it would be interesting to know if there are 
simple conditions on v which imply that w(n) = F(Q) as n-+ 0~. (In such 
circumstances, of course, the sequence w(n) could be used in place of V, in 
part (c) of Theorem 11.) This reverse estimate is not generally valid. For 
example, if dv(r) = (1 - Y)-” exp(l/( 1 - Y)) dr, then w(n) 2 const n-114e-2n”‘, 
while ZI, = e-“. However, we do not know any examples which are AILG that 
do not satisfy the reverse estimate. It would be interesting to know if AILG is 
sufficient to imply that w(n) = c?‘(w”) as rz 4 co. 
Proof of Theorem 11. (a) For any 0 < Y < 1, 
a, = (1/2ti) f,,,,=, (f (w)/wn+l) dw. 
Thus by Jensen’s inequality, 
lo?’ ; a, 10 < M,(r; f)“. 
(54) 
Integrating over [0, l] with respect to V, we obtain the result. 
(b) is a consequence of the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, as was observed 
in the proof of Theorem 4. 
(c) In (54), we replace Y by tr, 0 < t < 1, and observe that 
t” I a, I < (l/y”) n/r,(%f). 
Integrating with respect to dv(t), we obtain 
w(n) I 4 I < (1 P> W(r; f; P). 
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If we apply Theorem 3 and set r = 1 - (l/n), we then have that a, = 
o(n'l/P)-lw(n)-lo~-'~/~)) as n -+ 00. The desired conclusion now follows from 
Lemma 10. 
Remark. In connection with part (a), we point out the obvious fact that 
when p = 2, it is actually true that a, = ~(zu(2n)-‘/“) as n + co. It would be 
interesting to know if this improvement is possible for other values ofp. 
As an illustration of Theorem 11, we consider the case dv(r) = (1 - I)“-~ dr, 
01 > 0. In this case V, = 0(n~) as n - co, and also w(pn) = O(n-a) as n + co 
for allp > 0. Thus part (a) of Theorem 11 asserts that iff(z) = CL, a# E EP(p) 
P 2 1, then I a, I < Ilfll,., r&P. Part (b) asserts that iff g El(p), then a, = D(W) 
as n + co. Part (c) asserts that iff E EP(p), 0 < p < 1, then a, = u(r~(~/P)+(~/~)-~) 
asn.c.0. 
We turn next to some questions concerning multiplier sequences on the 
EP(p) spaces. The study of multiplier sequences dates back to the classical 
investigation of Hardy and Littlewood [14]. More recent contributions have 
been made by Duren [4], Duren and Shields [5], Hedlund [16], Shields and 
Williams [20], and Stein [21]. S ee also [3]. Here we present some results con- 
cerning multipliers in the general context of EP(~) spaces. We begin with some 
results concerning multiplier sequences on El(p). Specifically, we prove 
THEOREM 12. Let p be a symmetric measure with b(v) = 1, and assume moreover 
that w(n) satis$es the condition 
1 - (w(n + 1)/w(n)) = 0(1/n) as n-+00. (55) 
Let {A,} be any sequence of complex numbers. 
(a) {A,} is a multiplier of l?(p) into I” @A, = O(w(r2)) as n + c-0. 
(b) Let q > 2. Then {A,} is a multiplier of El(p) into 1~ iff 
il nqw(n)-q / A, Iq = O(Nq) as N-+ cc. (56) 
We point out that Theorem 12 says in effect that the multipliers of E’(p) 
into 10, 2 < q < co, factor through H1, in the sense that (X,} multiplies El(p) in 
IQ iff {w(n)%i,} multiplies H1 into IQ. See [5]. 
Proof of Theorem. (a) The sufficiency of the condition is immediate from 
part (b) of Theorem Il. To obtain the necessity, for any integer n 3 0 we set 
g,(z) = f w(2k)-W. 
h-0 
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Let fn(z) = g,(z)2. Thenf,(z) = xi:, akzk, where, in particular, 
uk = i w(2j)-* zu(2k - 2j)-+, 
j=O 
0 < k r< tz. (57) 
\Ve assert that a, >, C(n + 1) w(n)-’ f or some constant C > 0 independent of n. 
To see that this is so, note that 
2bll31 
a n 3 C zu(2j)-+ w(2n - 2j)-+. 
j=[n;3] 
Now for some constant A > 0, we have 
w(2j)-t > zu (4 [J-' "El ( 1 - $)* 
i=, 
and 
j 
w(2n-2j)-+>zu(2n-2[~]) - fl (1 - 
’ i=[ni3] 
&IL 
2 w (4 [;I)-* ,f13] (1 - j&j+- 
SO 
w(2j)-t w(2n - 2j)-i > w (4 [;I)-' (1 - @$L)"'~'~'+~) 
> const w(n)-‘. 
Thus a, > C(n + 1) w(n)-1, as claimed. Now since (A,) multiplies El(p) into lm, 
we have 
= K f zc(2k) w(2k)-’ 
s-0 
= K(n f l), 
for some K > 0. The assertion follows. 
409/60/2-16 
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(b) To obtain the sufficiency of (56), we note that if (56) holds, then by a 
theorem of Duren and Shields [5, Theorem 21, (w(n)-’ )h} is a multiplier of H1 
into 19. Now if f(z) = xzZp=, U,P E El(p), it is easily seen that the function 
f(z) defined by 
J(z) = ilf(tz) dv(t) = 5 w(n) a,P 
71=0 
belongs to HI. Thus &a,} E P, as desired. Necessity is proved by employing 
the functionsf,(z) as in part (a). The details are left to the reader, who will note 
that condition (56) remains necessary when q < 2. 
It is a simple consequence of this result that if (55) is satisfied, then part (b) 
of Theorem 11 yields the best possible result. As another simple consequence, 
we may obtain some conditions on the multipliers of F(p) into E*(p), 1 < p < 2. 
COROLLARY. Let p be a symmetric measure satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 
12, and let {A,} be a sequence of complex numbers. If 1 < p < 2, and if{hn} multiplies 
El(p) into ED(~), then 
$l nqw(n)-l / A, Iq = O(Nq) as N-t co, (58) 
where (l/p) + (l/q) = 1. If p = q = 2, (58) is also su$icient to ensure that (A,} 
multiply El(p) into E2(p). 
Proof. By Lemma 4, if {h,} multiplies El(p) into P(p), then {w(2n)‘l*h,} 
multiplies El(p) into lg. Thus by Theorem 12, part (b), 
,gl nq(w(n)-Q w(2n)*-l 1 A, /* = Q(W) as N + co. 
If p = 2, all these statements are “if and only if.” The result will follow if we 
can show that w(n)/w(2n) is bounded as n + CO. But by (55) there is a constant 
,4 > 0 such that 
424 -= 4w w(2n - 1) 4n + 1) . . . 
44 w(2n - 1) w(2n - 2) 44 
B l-&- 
( -4 
I( 
-4 \ 1-2n-2 -) . . . (1 - 4, 
> (1 - +,“, 
from which the assertion is immediate. 
The above corollary can be “dualized” in a weak sense of the word, yielding 
the following result. 
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THEOREM 13. Let TV be a symmetric measure satisfying the hypotheses of 
Theorem 12, and let {A,,> be a sequence of complex numbers such that /\a f 0 for 
alln. If q ;C 2, and if (A,} multiplies E”(p) into E’(p), then there is a constant K I:- 0 
such that 
,for all N ;Z 1, zohere (l/p) + ( 1 /q) = 1 
Proof. Let g,(z) be defined as in the proof of Theorem 13, and let h,(z) = 
~~~0 h;la,z~, where ak is as in the proof of Theorem 12. Since {ha} multiplies 
E*(p) into El(p), there is a constant C > 0 such that 
by Lemma 4. Since evidently a, < (k + 1) w(2k)-‘, we then have 
F w(2k)“-l 1 As j--p (k -- 1)” w(2k)-r’ ’ a 
)’ 
2n+1 1 1’ 
c w(k)-l (k + 1)~ 1 X, \-I’ , 
k0 
for some constant C’ > 0. From this (59) follows easily. 
It would be interesting to know if condition (59) is also sufficient in the case 
q = 2. This seems to be unknown, even in the case ED(~) = HP. 
We conclude this section by briefly considering the case b(v) = CCI. As in 
previous sections, we restrict our attention to the special class of measures pR,0 
defined by (40). In this case, the problem of coefficient multipliers can be 
effectively studied via the classical theory of entire functions. The results are 
considerably different in character from the previous cases, as the following 
serves to illustrate. 
THEOREM 14. Let pa,p be defined as in (40), and let (A,} be a sequence of 
complex numbers. If p > 1, then in order that {A,} multiply Ep(t~~,,) into lp. it i.s 
necessary that lim sup,-, (l/n) 1 A, Iojn < p/e&o and suficient that lim supn-,< 
(I/n) I An ID:n <p/cap. 
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Proof. Assume first that the latter condition holds, and let f (z) = x,“=, u,zn E 
WP.A. Then 
lim sup ] a,,& JOjn < lim sup n ) a, IDjn lim sup(l/n) 1 An ] Oin < 1. 
n+m n-m n+,- 
Thus we can find a 6 with 0 < S < 1, and N sufficiently large such that 
Thus in fact anAn --f 0 as n -+ cc, and hence in particular {a,&} is bounded. 
Conversely, assume {&} multiplies P(pa,) into P. For each n 3 0, let 
gn(z) be defined by 
k=O 
(y(Dk+z)/PP r (y,,‘Pzk. 
Then by assumption, there is a constant K > 0 such that 
k=O 
c@+~)/PP r (p@3-1’p ob’ ynk+l exp(--orrcs) &lip) 
< f 1 = K(n + l), 
K=O 
by (41). Thus 
In view of this, it suffices to show that 
But this is a simple consequence of Stirling’s formula, and the details are left to 
the reader. The result follows. 
It would be interesting to know if the condition lim SUP,,+~ (l/n) 1 h, joln = 
p/cap is sufficient to ensure that {X,} multiply EP(p,,J into P. Although intuition 
seems to argue a negative answer, there do not seem to be any immediate 
counterexamples, and the question remains open. 
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5. ZEROS AND FACTORIZATION 
In this section, we study the behavior of P(p) zero sets, and we present the 
details of a rudimentary factorization theory for these classes. We begin by 
stating some fundamental results concerning the growth of En(p) zero sets. 
THEOREM 15. Let ,LL be a symmetric measure, and let f E E”(p) for some p > 0. 
Let (z,); be the sequence of zeros off (excluding 0 if f (0) = 0), ordered according to 
increasing modulus. Then for any n > I, 
where 6 3i 0 is constant. 
Theorem 15 is proved in [9] in the case b(lf) = 1. The general case is proved 
in an identical manner. 
If f (2) is any function analytic for 1 z 1 < 1, and 0 S. Y < 1, n(r) is defined 
to be the number of zeros off of modulus <r. Our next result gives a direct 
estimate on n(r) for any f E ED(~), p > 1, in the case b(v) = I. 
THEOREM 16. Let p be a symmetric measure with b(v) = 1, and let f E E”(p) 
for some p k 1. Then 
foranyO<a<l. 
Proof. No generality is lost in assuming 1 f(O)i = 1. Then by Jensen’s 
theorem 
s ” F dx = & 1’” log 1 f(r”eis)( dfI. n ‘0 
Thus by Theorem 4, 
ka - r) n(r) S J1,” F dx < i log(v(re)). 
The result follows. 
In certain instances, estimate (61) is seen to be the best possible. In the special 
case dv(r) = (1 - r)b-l dr, b > 0, for instance, (61) is independent of 01, and 
reduces to 
n(r) = @ (& log -&-) as r+ 1. 
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In this particular case, then, the assertion that (61) is the best possible estimate 
follows from a theorem of Shapiro and Shields [19, Theorem 61. 
In spite of these observations, Theorem 15 seems to provide a much more 
useful description of E”(p) zero sets than Theorem 16. In particular, Theorem 15 
allows for some distinction between different values of p, whereas Theorem 16 
makes no such distinction. While no such distinction is needed in the case 
ED(p) = HP, this is not to be expected in the more general situation, as has 
been very emphatically demonstrated by Horowitz [17] in the case of the above 
example. 
Another advantage of Theorem 15 is that it provides a direct estimate on the 
zeros of functions of class E?(p). The advantage of such estimates is that they 
often have a tendency to lead to canonical factorizations. While the problem of 
constructing a canonical factorization for the EQ) classes is an extremely 
difIicult one, nevertheless it seems reasonable that if such a factorization is 
possible, it will necessarily have to proceed from Theorem 15 or some similar 
result. In what follows, we present some ideas for a rudimentary factorization 
theory for the P(p) classes. For the time being, we enforce the restriction 
b(v) = 1. The basic technique to be used is to rewrite estimate (60) in the form 
cr=, h(1 - / Z, 1”) < CO, for some function h(z) analytic and nonvanishing in 
the disk / z - 11 < l,positiveforO<z< l,andsuchthath(r)-+Oasr-+O, 
0 < Y < 1. The importance of this latter condition is reflected by 
LEMMA 11. Let h(z) be a function satisjying the above conditions, and let {zn}y 
be a sequence of nonzero points in the disk 1 z 1 < 1, ordered according to increasing 
modulus. Let 
B(z. h) = f, h(l - ~4 - 41 - I zn I”) 
, 
7l=l h(1 - z,cz) . 
Then in order that B(z; h) be un;formly convergent on compacta for / z 1 < 1, it is 
necessary and suficient that 
f h(1 - 1 x, I”) < co. w 
s=1 
B(z; h) has a zero at each point z, . If in addition h(z) is univulent, B(z; h) has no 
other zeros for [ z 1 < 1. 
Proof. To obtain the first statement, we need only note that if 1 z / < y < 1, 
then 
1 _ h(1 - z,& - h(l - I z, I’) = h(l - I z, I”) < h(l - I zn I’) 
h( I - 5,~) I 41 - %4l ‘- rninl,i+. 1-T ’ 
from which the assertion is immediate. 
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In view of the first assertion, B(z; h) can vanish only when one of its factors 
vanishes. Clearly the nth factor vanishes when .Z = Z, . Moreover, if h(z) is 
univalent, the nth factor vanishes for no other value of x. The lemma follows. 
In the case h(z) = Z, the reader will note that (64) reduces to the usual 
Blaschke condition. On the other hand, the product B(z; h) is not a Blaschke 
product; rather, it is the usual Blaschke product multiplied by the constant 
factor JJl, / z, I. 
Unfortunately, in the more general setting of E”(p), there does not seem to be 
any general formula for turning the estimate (60) into an estimate of form (64). 
However. simple concrete examples generally do lead to an estimate of form (64). 
In the special case d”(r) = (1 - ~)~-l dr, b > 0, for instance, Horowitz [17] has 
shown that (60) leads to the estimate 
il (1 - 12, I> Ml/v - /zn lWm’ =c 32 (65) 
for any E > 0. Thus in particular one could take h(z) = .P for any 1 < cy sg 2. 
We mention one other class of examples. For 0 < 01 < 1, let CL,, be the sym- 
metric measure with moment function w,(c) = P-“5”. We prove the following 
result. 
THEOREM 17. Let 0 < 01 < 1, and let f E EP(poL) for scme p > 0. Let {.zn)F be 
the zero sequence off (excluding 0) ordered according to increasing modulus. Then 
il (1 - 1 Z, /)l(l-~) [log(l/(l - 1 Z, I))]-l-E < n 
for any E > 0. 
Proof. By Theorem 15, we have 
fj (l/i zlc 1) < const ep(pnju’*. 
k=l 
so 
n(l - 1 2n I) < i (1 - 1 zk I) < - f log 1 zk 1 < const n’. 
k-1 kl 
Thus 1 - i z,,, 1 < const nU-i. From this (66) follows easily. 
In the special case (Y = g, Theorem 17 was proved in [9]. Note in particular 
that for cx < 4, the product B(z; h) converges for h(z) = 9, where l/( 1 - a) < 
/3 < 2. Moreover, since h(s) is univalent in this case, B(z; h) has the same zeros 
as f(z). Thus in this particular instance, and in numerous other special cases, 
it is possible to factor any function in P(p), p > 0, as the product of a canonical 
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product and a nonvanishing function. However, in order for such a factorization 
to be of any great use, it is necessary to have some control over the factors. 
We have been able to take a very small step in this direction. Specifically, we 
show that under very loose restrictions, the factors will at least belong to (IQ. 
However, we first require 
LEMMA 12. If h(z) is univalent and satis$es the conditions of Lemma 11, 
and if (64) is satisjed, then 
log I B(z; 41 = W/(1 - I z I)‘) as Izl-tl. 
Proof. Note that 
log IB(z; 41 = sl log /h(1 - .%,p) - h(1 - I z, I’) h(l - z,z) 
d f log [ 
j h(1 - z,z)l + h(1 - I %z I’) 
la=1 141 - %4I I 
= gl [log(l h(1 - ~,a)/ + h( 1 - I z, I”)) - log I h(l - %m 
By the mean value theorem, 
41 - 12, I”) l&l h(l - %?>l + 41 - 1 zn I’)> - 1% 141 - %P>l < , h(l _ f z,l . 
n 
(67) 
But since h(z) is univalent, 
for some constant C > 0. The lemma follows. 
As an immediate corollary to this, we obtain 
THEOREM 18. Let p be a symmetric measure with b(v) = 1, and assume that 
(1 - r)-” E L’(V). Suppose that there is a uniwaknt function h(z) sqtisfying the 
conditions of Lemma 11, such that every E”(p) zero set satisfies (64). Then every 
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function Jo ED(~) can be factored in the form f(z) = B(z; h)g(z), where g is 
nonoanishing. Both B(z; h) and g(z) belong to N(p). 
PYOO~. The fact that B(.z; h) E N(p) is immediate from Lemma 12. As a 
consequence of Lemma 2, g(a) also belongs to N(p). 
Theorem 18 may perhaps provide the crude nucleus of a factorization theor? 
for the EL’(p) classes, if such a theory is possible. Ideally, one would like to 
obtain a factorization of El’(p) such that the factors all lie in E”(p). However, 
it is not at all clear that this is possible. The next best thing would seem to be 
to try to arrange for the canonical product to lie in E”(p). It may or may not be 
possible to do this with the products B(z; h). Clearly a more delicate estimate 
than (67) would be needed. Moreover, other types of products are available. 
For example, if {znjy is a sequence of points in the disk ~ a < 1, none of which 
are zero, and if xz=, (1 - I Z, ‘)” < OS for some 01 > 0, then 
converges uniformly on compact subsets of 1 z 1 < 1, and has zeros at precisely 
the points (z~}:. Moreover, the product B,(z) satisfies the estimate 
for some constant K > 0. (These facts are obtained in a manner similar to the 
corresponding results for B(z; h).) In the special case LY = 2, Horowitz [17] 
has used these products to construct a factorization theory for D(p) in the case 
dv(r) = (1 - ~)~-l dr, b > 0. Horowitz was able to prove that the nonvanishing 
factor lies back in E$), but was unable to say anything about the product 
Ba(.s), which does not take the fullest advantage of (65). Indeed, if (65) holds, 
then B,(z) converges for any (Y > 1. It would be interesting to know if this 
refinement might lead to a sharper factorization theory in this special case. 
At present, the question awaits investigation. 
We conclude this section with a brief examination of the case b(v) = CC. 
As usual, we restrict our attention to the measures CL&,,, defined by (40). In this 
case, estimate (60) becomes 
(70) 
Thus in particular, 
1 z, / 3 sl!“O1-(I)lIT*)I1)RL)r((pn + 2)/p)UPn, 
and so by Stirling formula, 
I /I z,~ / < const( 1 /nl ‘O), (71) 
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which is a well-known estimate on the zeros of an entire function of order p. 
Consequently, a natural choice for a canonical product in the spaces E’&J 
would be the classical Hadamard product. With this choice, one at least has the 
advantage that the factors belong to EQ(p,,J for some 4 > 0. Unfortunately, 
there is no simple way to control Q. It may be possible to use the more delicate 
estimate (70) to obtain a more delicate product than the Hadamard product. 
This and other such questions await further research. 
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